Directions to the Preschool Lab

Coming from Capital Square: Head west on University Ave. Turn right onto N. Charter St. Turn left onto Linden Dr. You will go straight through one stop sign. Pass Nancy Nicholas Hall on your right, the entrance to the parking garage will be on your right prior to arriving at the next stop sign.

Coming from UW Hospital: Head east on Observatory Dr. Turn right onto Babcock Dr. (Allen Centennial Gardens will be on your left) Turn left at the stop sign onto Linden Dr. Go straight at the next stop sign. Immediately after the intersection of Linden Dr. and Henry Mall on the left will be the entrance to the parking garage under Nancy Nicholas Hall.

Once you are in the garage, enter Nancy Nicholas Hall from the public entrance at the rear of the garage. Take the elevator to the first floor and turn left upon exiting the elevator. You should turn left again down the hallway pointing towards the exit. Once you pass by the Community Police Office our door will be next. If you reach the doors to exit Nancy Nicholas Hall, look to your right and you should see our door. Ring the doorbell, if no one answers follow the directions located on the door.

***If you are not able to park in our lot, lot 36 and lot 20 are nearby lots that are open to the public.***

link to interactive map: [http://map.wisc.edu](http://map.wisc.edu)